MUNICIPAL PROTECTION PROFILE: PANTAR, LANAO DEL NORTE

Armed Confrontations and Displacement in Marawi (AFP vs Pro-ISIS Militants)

BASIC INFORMATION

Population
21,773 (as of 2015)
Main Language
Meranaw
Majority
Meranaw
Area size
300.8 km²
Income Class
5th

SERVICES AVAILABLE PRIOR TO THE CRISIS

EDUCATION
13 MADRASAH
19 DAY CARE CENTER
8 PRIMARY SCHOOL
1 SECONDARY SCHOOL

HEALTH
1 RURAL HEALTH UNIT
4 BARANGAY HEALTH CENTER

SOCIAL WELFARE/ SOCIAL PROTECTION
5 MADARIS (as of 4 August 2017)
1 RHU
1 BARANGAY unit

ECONOMIC SERVICES
PUBLIC MARKET, TABOAN
ONCE A WEEK MARKET
2 EXISTING MONEY TRANSFERS
2 EXISTING FARMERS COOPERATIVE

MAJOR PROTECTION ISSUES RECORDED SINCE 22 JUNE 2017

CHILD PROTECTION AND GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE
Family Separation Unaccompanied Child
Lack of support systems for children with special needs
No child friendly space setup
Bullying of enrolled displaced children

ACCESS TO HEALTH SERVICES
Lack of doctors and availability of medicines at the RHU
Difficult access to DOH services from the interior side of the municipality
Profound stress

ACCESS TO FOOD AID AND NUTRITION
Lack of proper food intake of pregnant women and lactating mothers
Irregular food rations

ACCESS TO INFORMATION
Limited knowledge on schedules of relief distribution
Limited knowledge on early recovery programs of government

DISPLACEMENT DATE OF DISPLACEMENT: 23 MAY 2017

9,787 DISPLACED PERSONS (1,736 FAMILIES)
474 INSIDE EVACUATION CENTERS
9,313 OUTSIDE EVACUATION CENTERS

1 ACTIVE EVACUATION CENTER
20 HOST BARANGAYS COMMUNITY-BASED EVACUATION CENTERS

HUMANITARIAN RESPONSE MAP
SOURCE: OCHA 3W AS OF 17 AUGUST 2017

LEGEND
Community-Based ECs
Evacuation Center

DISPLACED PERSONS
Continuous: 5,001 - 6,500
One-off: 501 - 2,000
Multi-cluster: 100 - 500

The Quick Municipality Protection Profile aims to provide a snapshot of the basic demographics, absorptive capacity and general situation of host municipalities affected by the Marawi Crisis. This may be used as a starting point for information and analysis that can help humanitarian agencies, policy makers and other stakeholders concerning their emergency response. The information reported in the Quick Municipality Profile has been received from members of the Protection Cluster responding to the crisis. Consequently, the information will be updated on a regular basis as more information is received from members. Although efforts are made to verify the data, the Protection Cluster takes no responsibility for the incompleteness or inaccuracy of the information. The information provided in this Municipality Profile does not necessarily reflect the views of UNHCR or any individual member of the Protection Cluster.
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